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RESPONSES OF ARRAYS OF ISOTROPIC
ELEMENTS IN DETECTION AND TRACKING

Additive array found best for detection., in a uniform noise field; split-beam
multiplicative array best for bearing estimates of a single point target
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""'THE PROBLEM

Provide in ai•.gle reference the analy ti -al expressions for whe response

of' transducor arrays of standard form. Establishthe most important Cactors in so-

lecting a particular c onfiguration for target detection and or hen ring estinoWtion.

-ERESULTS

1. Analytical expressions of responses foi linear, planar, cylindrical,

and sphierical arrays are given.

2. Additive arrays are t est' for detection of a point target in a uniformi
noise field.

3. Spfit-ýeam muitiplicotive arays a.re "Nest" for bearing estiato~ of

a single point target.

RECOMMEN[)ATION

s•o the alnalytical expre-ssion-; (A' array response as- a hlsis for computer

proemgaims used in predicting sonarI pel"r'orniao.

ADMINIST"I RATIVE INFORMATION

W,,rk was performed mkder S2,•-26,. T'atk 85-5,1 (N 4 ,)0172:). The report.

covers• wor 'romi .lJul'% 1:ni to l1b'"hri:l , 196-7 and wa1 approved for publication

21 April P!)'7.
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INTRODuLICION

lit the c'ontinuinig e!Thrt to iirvethe c~apabliities, of' soniar systemis. th('

m)ost coIfmmon t( in of, si gn al pro Rcess 5ing , antd one of ' the most usef~ul has,, b'ee ii

the utse of (I rec tion~al tranlsmni tting and rec eivinug transdiucer ar.'av s. The array,

IFarrange nent makes it possibhle to place greater power i the water a I irct 0tha

power as desired. 1)irectivity' of'fers important advantages over omniid irec t onal
svstenis. In the transmnitting transducer. directivity provide-; a greater percent of'

the output energy in a dies ired diirection (in the ma in heami and thus prov ides miore

energy op target (if it is in the main beam~i) than Wonuld be prov'ided by an omo idii-

rectional transducer. In the receiving array' , the directivity discriminate.; against

any, noiseý sources, which are not in the main beam, and thus improves the signal-

to-noise ratio. Considering the reciprocity ot anternna systemis, all transducer

systems, may he considered to operate as receivers.

In the study to be~ reported here. arrays of' isotropic elements were used!

to provide directionality' and so improve detection probability and parameter
* ~estimation .- the two major aspects of' signal processing. For detection, the pri-

miary problem is to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio and at the samie time meet

other system requirements of size, frequency. baimdwidth, scan time, time on target,

etc. For parameter estimation (in this case direction (,f* arrival of the wave front),

imiproved sens itivitv of' the output to changes in the parameter is of imiportance,

as well as s ignia ,-o-noise ratio.

The f'ollowing section descrilxm. various arrays of isotropic elements to

pro\, Hie d ir~ectional ity. Subse quenlt sections are concerned wi,,th shading or- weight-

rig ot' 0he elem1ents 10 meduce s ide,-lolw level, and with somie of' the conuuion lormus

of' trac king systems used f'or hearing estimination.



j ARRAYS OF ISOTROPIC ELEMENTS

Linear Arrays

'The first array considered :s a line of equally spaced isotropic elements

(the response of' an isotropic element is constant in all directions) aw shown in

figure 1. To obtain the far-field response due Wo a plane wave arriving at the

array from an angle 0 relative to the normal to the array, the output of each ele-

ment is determined and then summed:

R() - • >jRkiexp(itk)

k

where

0
R(O) is the array response

Rk is the amplitude response of the kth element

1Ok is the phase at the kth element

Since only the far-field response is being considered, the amplitude at each cle-

ment is assumed equal and the response becomes

R(6) AF exp(i,.k)
k

0

-4- - -- .

-2 - -1

I- [igure 1. (;e()mctry for unlf(rm i rae iirriv.

0



Referring again to figure 1, the phase at the kth element relative to the center

element is given by

Vk kA2'f_2nk dCcosO=kdrcOSO
Ak

where d is the element spacing, dr = 2 7rd

and , is the wavelength of the source. Thus

R(O) = A I exp(ikdrcosO)

k

The sum from -k. to k. is of the form

kc

= exp (ikO) = exp (-ik4)

k=--ko

+ exp [-i (k- 1) - -•+ .1+-. *+exp [i (k0 - 1)6] + exp (ikdcb)

and

.exp (ikorb) - 1 exp (i) + exp (i26) +-.. • exp (i2k6)
A

But
I - .¥ = I * X + .X , - +. X "- '
1 -x

Therefore

exp ik 06) R l-exp[i(2ko 1)6]
A 1 -exp(i6)

and

/27o 1. 190 + I
R e~xp(-ilko6)exp~i(k,.,-l6] e~xp(-i6) 2)--• )( 2

A 1-exp(i6) exp('i )-exp(i4)

Since 2k0 + 1 = n. the total numlbr of elements,

R exp(-a2)-exP(i62) sinn-

Scxp( i4)i= exp(!!) sin.7

7
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T• ,A is chosen to normal izc th,, autput to 1 whenL 0) 0, thenl ,, 1. a and
d,

sin- cos 0

If a phase delay ,5, is added to each element outpnt such that the de lay for theSA h clement is to he remponse for the array 0, i be given by

;0 ~. [rid, n

R(O) r0 / r

1 sin - COS 0--

The proper phase del lay between adjacent elements otu steaer the eenlay of the main
b,1am to 00 is 6o (1, 20s U ad the response is b.given by

r nn6

ad 6

s in -Z ( os 0-- e.,)s

H 10, 01) 2

"ti sin -l (cos oI-- cw()> 00)

The response hIKO,,) is an amnplitude pattCrii or directivity fniction or array factor.
in dercrmining dire( tivity index awd sigw.l-to-nois. o,,)wer at the receivei, the

power pattern is (often1 ()C inte'et,, The po wer pattern is proportional to the SqUar.
of the niago itudo ()I' the directivit\ funetion:

11(o) K l:'' l!' xf-')
*

@8

*
-- . . -- .



Planar Arrays

The directivity function of an array of isotropic elements is given by:

R = ý R, exp(6k)

k

where Rk is the amplitude of the kth element

-6 is the phase of the kth element referenced to the origin.

The phase term is given by

27A

where A is the difference in the distance from the source to the origin, D0 , and

the distance from the source to the kth element, Dk:

Dk= - Dk 2 Do. - Dh2

A Do-DhD Dk- 2D,-A

If the source has coordinates x, v, z and the kth element xk, Yk. zk then

x = D. Cos ax xk = Pk cos axk

y = D COSay Yk =Pk COSayk

z =D0 Cosaz zk=pkCoSaZk

with Ph the distance from the origin to the kth element and ax, ay, a. the angles

shown in figure 2. Using these equations

A WoI A I0o2 - (x - Xk'- (y - YhP' - (z - Zk )2

2D 0- A1 [2x xk + 2y Yk + 2z Zk - (xk2 + yk' + z01

2Dop p.cos ax cos axk + 2 Do ;)k cos a COS a COS az Cos azk pk2

xD Y k +cosaP z2D, - A

Cos ax COS axk + Cos ay COS ayk + COS az COS azk -

2D,

9
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For the case of a rectangular array of equally spaced sources in the

X-Y plane the phase of the mnth element is

Omn "-977 (md cos a + nd cos a) 2•rmdx cos a + 27rndv COS a

lomn ='km +'O

and the directivity function is given by

MfN

R (a.1 a Y) = R nj exp('km) • exp(Od)

If the amplitude, IRmnl, is of the form

IRmnI = IRm" IRnj

then the directivity function can be separated into a product of two factors

R (ax, aY) = IS Rm I exp( m ]m [Z IR nl exp( $n)]

where each term is of the same form as for a linear array. Using the same reason-

ing as in the section on linear arrays, the case of IRmI = Rn= .-L is given by

sin(J cosax) sin(-Ž'cosaay)
R (a.,,a --

M sin 2-t cos a) N sin (-'cos a.•

Thus

R(a., ay) =- R(a., ,•/2).- R(-, i2,ay )

and the response is specified by the product of the response in the Y-Z plane

and the response in the Y-Z plane. To use this separation of variables it is

important to use the proper coordinate system. As an example, choose the 0, 6

system shown in figure 3 and transform the response:

1l1



Cosa, = sin

COSa = COS qk Cos

sin 17dsin6J sin C- O Cos 0 Cos0)
R(O, €) =

M sin('dxsin) N sin (i7'cosý5cOo)

which is no longer a product of two functions each of which is a function of a
single variable.

x

ya

Y

Figure 3. Geometry for azimuth-elevation coordinate system.

Introducing a phase shift between elements to steer the main beam to a
direction cos axs, cos ays and writing the response in terms of the differences
of the direction cosines results in the following:

12



sink'- r x) sin (--ry)
M sin(4'rx) N sin(2rr)

where

rx = COSax - COSaXS

ry = COSay - COSays

dr = - x - Xdv
X X

vr elements which are closely spaced in terms of wavelengths, the sine terms in
the denominator may be approximated by their argument and the response is given
by

R --sin X .sin_...Y

x Y

Mdr rnmd

Ndr TYNd
Y =-- .=-_ rV

2 " A0, Y
Figure 4 is a plot of these equations near the main beam. Note that for

a square array (M=N) the main beam is circular in cross section at the half-power
points, and it is found to be elliptical for ,\1 1 N. As R approaches the first null,

..3 1/2 Ndr r 0.

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

0.9

Figurre 4. Constant amplitude plots of
the beam from a uniformly illuminated

Al-by-N planar array.
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of' , nfrmv liinaot-Nsl i4ar, ýirrnay is given ill 75f,-;l~Ic w;

w he re

Ci, 0)1888

A Nd ( lerigth o' I he aiperture)

O)ther cexftic jents are aplil icil býl' or other, t 'ypes olf apertureý illuminationi.

In general the 1"ai a be.'am hroadorles anad t he iiide-lob)e !(v ye I is red ucced as t he

illUl~NIin Oll I'Lionlctit is tapered. vcurther d iscunis jolt (A' tal.g.ring or' shading the
illuriiination will appear later ill the report.

The ma in advantl-uee III uIsing the --space is that, the hewn lishape. is not a
functionl of, thle scanl posid~on i& the beam -when plotted inl -space. The bearn

nuaLxilliuni is scannied by untrodAlc ug at !hase dIfTterenice ("I and h.f, etweeol ele-

meit-s inl the. array. 'The direction cos. tnes' correspondinug to the phasie sh 11is are 40

rdr

LPa complex T-plane is de!'iII2ci1 b.1

and
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The array response, which is a function of the complex variable r. is in-

variant in the T-plane. Scanning the beam by introducing the complex phase delay

d, = 4+ i d, simply translates the pattern in space so that the pattern center

dimovesto T (See fig. 5.) If the phase delay is chosen such that IT 1>1 the

half-power contour moves outside the unit circle and becomes imaginary (i.e., un-

observable).
COS a.

1.0
-p.COS a.

Figure .5. S-aknning in the complex T plhine with one
waIvelength element 4spacing.

The effects of scanning the main beam may now be considered in the T--
plane with only a translation of the pattern being considered. Figure 5 shows the
main beam and the secondary maxima of a square array of isotropic elements. The

A0
secondary maxima are spaced " %0 -- - apart and there are an infinite number

of them. It must be remembered that only those contained within the unit circle

are real. The larger the element space the closer the spacing of the secondar 'v

maxima and hence the greater number contained in the unit circle. If the elements
are spaced one wavelength apart. the main beam and four end-fired secondary

beams are visible and any scanning from broadside will move the end-fired Ixams

within the unit circle. Closer spacing of the elements can suppress the secondary

beams. For example. with d -* no secondary maxima occur if T, K 1 2 (fig. (i).

Further suppression of secondary maxima is possible when using nonisotropic

sources with low gain in the direction of the expected secondarY maxima.

15



COS av

___ _________ 0.5 _____

/0 O 0. 1. /0--N COS ax

Figure 6. Secondary maxima of a scanned array with two-thirds
wavelength element spacing.

The value of using the T-plane or direction cosine space when examining
the effects of scanning the main beam of the array has been shown. However, to
permit a physical interpretation, a transformation to a spherical coordinate system
is necessary. The proper transformation is found by expressing the complex di-
rection cosine, T. in polar coordinates:

T = cosax + i COsay = sin 0 cos 6 + i sin 0 sin

T = sin 0 (cos 0 + i sin 0) = sin 0 exp(id,)

Hence, the desired transformation is the projection of the unit circle in the T-
plane onto a unit sphere (fig. 7). By limiting the values of 0 to 0 < 0 < I only

-2
the positive hemisphere is of interest. In the case of a rectangular array (,I i N),
the transformation is the same but the main and secondary maxima will be approx-
imately elliptical in cross section rather than circular as discussed earlier.

Referring to figure 7, as the main beam is scanned away from the broad-
side position, the beam width changes. The reference beam width at broadside is

Bo = 2 sin-, (AT)

where
CbXO

2A

16
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Thus, as the beam is scanned away from the normal. it broadens in the
0 direction and the half-power contours for a square array change from circular to
elliptical.

Because of the change in the beam shape, its maximum point is not cen-
tered between the half-power points. A beam eccentricity can be defined by

(02 - 0S)--(Os - 01)
(02 - .)+ (Os -

Using the above equations as they apply to the half beams 02 - as and

Os - 0, yields

2e = tan 1/4 (0, + 0, + 20.) tan 1/4 (0, - 0,)

Be
Approximating 0, + 0, = 2 0 and tan 1/4 (02 - 01)= B-

4

yields

Bee = .8 tan 0

The difference between the beam maximum and the center of the half-power contour,

S+ 0..2, is then
2

B 2
AG = .-T- tan s

Thus, for narrow beams (i.e., Be small) the eccentricity may be neglected. Figure
8 is a plot of the pointing error vs scanning angle as a function of the broadside
beam width.

18



1.5

2036'

- BROADSIDE
BEAM WIDTH

S, 1.0

C

10431

52'S 0.

0 20 40 60
SCANNING ANGLE, 0 (0)

Figure 8. Pointing error vs scan angle as a function
of the hroadside beam width.

Nonuniform Illumination

The principles which have been developed will be applied to tapered il-
lumination. The side-lobe level of a uniformly illuminated array is 13.2 dB below
the main-beam intensity. To achieve lower si(lc-lobe levels. tipering of the illum-
ination across the array or weighting the output of each element is used. Many
types of illumination tapers have been proposed for giving various relationships
between gain. beam width, and side-lobe level. The choice of illumination taper
will depend upon the relative emphasis placed on these three parameters.

The uniform distribution gives the 13.2-dB side-lobe level, theoretically
the highest array gain for a uniform phase distribution and moderate beam width.

A second important illumination taper is shown as the Dolph-Chebyshev
distribution. Using Chebyshev polynomials. Dolph has synthesized an illumination
distribution giving uniform side lobes of any desired amplitude., It was shown by
Dolph that this distribution gives the narrowest beam width for any specified side-

'Superscript numbers identify references listed at end of report.
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loix, "','V and c.onktrsel, 5 gives tile low('.4t 5ide-I )1, levh el o)r 11 giveli heaii width.
In this resp~ect, it is; optillm il. The' distriblit io , t),'hn.,, pecit'ied h ~ xl, il•,I

is giVln at dat i t e i iterv a( I ,ls 5 1 lv atid is, ther, ' iwre, ideal l Y appl ) h ic , INe o I

array s. '['hI d iStli bul ion ik ci;hariecterized hy u i rrent peaks iiI t he end I(hemeIiets

whic'h ,n'com. iieonveiientlv high for very li. g arravs with very low sidhl, hbes.

For this r.ason, the I)olph-( 'hebyshev distribution is usually used only withi arrays

0I' noderate imlfrth.

Van der Maas' adaittehd the l)olph-.(heb'y shev distribution to a continuouis

apertur'' b~y allowing the number of elements tol approach iniinity. II the limit the

far-f ield distributiton app)roaches the function

V" (U-,A) Cos n' (I,'•-¶\)rr II

where

, -> - Cosa - COSa ,
A0

and

17 cosh 7 A is the side-lobe ratio

This radiation pattern is physically unrealizable because of the requirement for

infinite current peaks at the edges of the aperature.

Tavlor, has modified Van der haas's distribution, giving slightly greater

beam width and higher gain for the same lobe level. The far-field pattern for a

line array is given J)y4

F(IUA, P (1 )1"(71-(') 71- 1 , ["X2(-)

w here

71

[ A 1 ( 1- 2)1 2

The constant r; is arbitrary but if it is set equal to cosh r A then V (W, A, ) may

jbxe quite closely approximated in the region -- A by the function
U

F (.',A) Cos 77A'-

Using this approxwiation, thme IXi iidth of the1 modified Taylor distribution is ""

greater than that of' the Dolph-(hebyshev limit by the factor u. Figure 9 is a plot

20
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A number of other illumination tapers are frequently used when moderate
side lobes are required and the primary requirement is convenience and ease of
calculation. A number of these, such as "truncated gaussian" and "cosine squared
on a pedestal," give excellent results with side lobes approximately 25 dB down.
A comparison of the change in beam width, pointing error, and gain will now be
made for a 34 A linear array at scan angles of 30 to 55 degrees, with uniform illu-
mination versus a modified Taylor distribution. A 34 X linear array of isotropic
elements has a broadside half-power beam width ofI

O= --" 0.0261 radian = 1.496 degrees7 L/A0

The gain at broadside is,,

G=2L -68 - 18.32 dB
AO

and the first side lobes are 13.2 dB below the main beam. When scanned to 30
degrees from the normal, the half-power beam width is increased to

0,o0 O
cos ½ (0h + 0,)

where

sin 0, = sin 30 - sin --

sin 0, = sin 30 - sin --
2

Therefore

0, = 0.49372 radian

02 - 0.5:5398 radian

0,, ý 0.0:301427 radian = 1.727 degrees

The point of maximum gain is displaced from halfway between the half-power
points by

A 0,o = --0 2tan 301 - 6.55769 x 10-1 radians8

13.526 seconds

23



and the gain is reduced by the "projected area"

G,. = Gq cos OS = 58.89 = 17.70 dB

or a loss of 0.62 dB compared with the gain at broadside. All calculations are
based on isotropic elements. The directivity of the elements may be taken into
account as outlined by Von Aulock.'

With a scan angle of 55 degrees from the normal, the half-power beam
width is

0,, 0
Cos 1/4. (0, + 0,)

0, = 0.93764 radian

02 = 0.98311 radian

0,, - 0.0455 radian = 2.607 degrees

The maximum gain is displaced by

A0,, ,. 1"a tan 55

"8

A0,, 3.6959 x 10-" radians = 0.021176 degree

- 76.73 seconds

The gain at the can angle of 55 degrees is

G,, -= G17cos 0. = 39.00 or 15.91 dB

for a 2.41-dB reduction compared to broadside.
The modified Taylor distribution chosen for comparison has a side-lobe

level of 30-dB (power) below the main beam and - = 6. The ratio of the beam
width of the main lobe compared to that of the Dolph-Chebyshev is given by

[AA+ 1•-•1] ,

where

q = cosh 7TA is the voltage side-lobe ratio
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Thus.

6 6 _- 1.0608
[1.74229 - (6-.4] "2 5.)65 6

and the main lobe is approximately 6 percent wider than a Dolph-Chebyshev (DC)

with the 30-dB side-lobe level which is given by

OD(, = 60.6 - (degrees)
L

compared to that of a uniform illumination given by

0 -: 50.9 - (degrees)

The ratio of the main beam of a modified Taylor distribution with side lobes 30 dB

down to a uniform illumination with side lobes 13.2 dB down is

p 6-0. 1. 19056 = 1.262946
50.9

given a beam width at broad side for a 34 x linear array of

OT = q 60.6 (-30 dB side lobes)

L

= 1.890 degrees = 0.03299 radian

The gain of the modified Taylor distribution relative to the uniform is
given by'

A G 2 272

2 L1.93A 2 G2 ( i-1)

for

q 2 = 10'

A = 1.32

r1 =6

2 G = 0.782 or - 1.06 dB
2 L
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or

G = 53.18 or 17.26

At a scan angle of 30 degrees, the half-power beam width has increased to

0,o = 2.18 degrees = 0.038048 radian

and the gain decreased to

Go -- 46.05 or 16.63 dB

The displacement of the maximum gain point from midway between the half-power

points is

0302

A 0,0 = 3 tan :30 (radians)

0.380:38) (0.5774)
8

= 1.0448 x 10" radians = 21.55 seconds

With a phase delay between elements to give a 55-degree scan angle, the half-
power beam width is increased to

0, = 0.9318

02 = 0.9893

0, 0.57519 radian = 3.295 degrees

The gain at 55-degree scan angle is reduced to

G,, = 53.18 cos 55 = 30.5 or 14.84 dB

The displacement of the maximum gain point is

(0.057519)2 1.4282
A0 5 .,= < 1......8

= 5.906 x 10- radians - 121.83 seconds
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Table 1 summarizes the above results for a linear array of isotropic elements 34

wavelengths long.

TABLE 1. SIDE-LOBE LEVEL FOR UNIFORM AND
MODIFIED TAYLOR ILLUMINATION

Scan Angle from Broadside (1

030 .5

Uniform Illumination:

Side-lobe level (dB down from main beam) 13.2 13.2 1:3.2

Half-power beam width (degrees) 1.496 1.727 2.607

(radians) 0.0261 0.03014 0,0455

Gain (ratio) 68.0 58.9 39.0

(dB) 18.32 17.70 15.9 1

Displacement of beam center (radians) 6.558 ,K 10" 36.959 x 10'

(arc sec.) 13,53 76,23

Modified Taylor Illumination (- = 6):

Side-lobe level (dB down from main beam) :30.0 30.0 :30.0
Half-power beam width (degrees) 1.890 2.18 3,296

(radians) 0.03299 0.03805 0.057519

Gain (ratio) 53.18 4(6.05 '30.5

(dB) 17.26 16.63 14.84

Displacement of beam center (radians) - - 10.448 ,< 1('Y- 59.06 .. 10-
(arc sec.) 21.55 121.83

Cylindrical Arrays

Referring to figure 11, the response or directivity function for a cylindri-

cal array is given by

R = R. exp 2ist

S. t

where t is an index for the stave of the element and s is an index for the element

location on the stave with the (0.0) element being located on the Z axis.

The phase, ost, referenced to the origin is given by

6t =�. (xst cosax+ st cosa~y+Zs cosaz)
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/ dq

Figure 11. Geometry for cylindrical array.'

The coordinates for the s, t element are given by

x = sds

y = r sin ti)

zrostdt/

z = rCo (r

where

ds is the element separation in the x direction

d, is the arc distance between staves

r is the radius of the cylinder
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and

2 Fir (r Li L)Ot= A t-7-cosax sin-r)/Cos ay + Cos ( r]Cosa

If phase compensation is added to give a maximum response in the (ax. a ' . az 8 )
direction the phase of the (s, 1) element is given by

2 1.r (cs ax- coso av-cs csi (cusaz - cose
61 = r I cosax-cOSaxs) + sin tN---COSay-COSays• + cos C - si

For the special case of compensation for a plane wave along the Z-axis the phase is

cOsax = 0 COSay = 0 COSa 2 =1

L2r [ esa+ sin _)Cos a + Cos -•)(cosa. - )
I' c ~ a r (Co s aC o ra z -i ) ]

The first term in the equation for phase with general compensation is the only term
which depends on the index s and it is in the same form as the response for a lin-
ear array. Thus if the amplitude term is not a function of s the response may be
written in the form

R=Iexp(i.6)" - • jR, exp(i6t)

S t

Rtlj=n R

L- sds (cosas-cosaxs)

277r [s tct td t
6 t=t in _ (cosav -Cosa)-s) Cos - (Cosa z-Cos a)z"I r rJ

and

sin n- (cos ax- cos as)

R8 exp (i6s) x -C

n " sin -- (Cosx - Cos X 8

where n is the number of elements in a stave. The response of the cylindrical
array with no shading along tha axis of the cylinder may be viewed as the product
of the response due to a line array and an arc array. The response for the arc of
a circle is
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0-(COS a. OS0 aI

For the s.qscial case. where fthe arraiv is coilwensated(o tr a plane wave

arriving in the k* plane but, with a tilt angle at ' the response is given by

A t .5n .1

11sil[l 2 ((8)5ý a4 sm )

I?) t 1 exp(a!6)

Since comfpenisationi in azinintli iS- normatlly (lone h., selecting the staive inl the de-

sired direct ion as the center at the a r, the a Iii xe case is it veryv generall one.

Fi gu-e 12 is an example nf' a pattern ccua tcbed tar the case at'

aill 5 steps

thst(I\(,ý seiitratel !)Y aroundl t In (-vli nierý

(S rnmifi ro(:t ianal olements, per staxe (s1

2r
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Spherical Array

The eqaton fo h epneo naryo on oresesl

extended to th aeweetesucsararagdo h ufcfatas

parent sphere with diameter p. The general qainfrtepaeo h

wherethe rfigrene poi. iespthe oiin and pthe inom yingricale warr haircto

extended to, the casee where3.I thesore arearangdcompnsathed surface ofa trans-u
prentsponeihee with, dametr . The, gienac eution for thelin phase ofr the kthelmn

isgiven by:
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iI

2 - [- , O 5 a/ý (CSt COS a x S ) COS a e(CO (ts CO - c z

COS a COS (4 C (t"

•vhere the slubscript was dropped from f) sinice the distance from the origin is the

same for each element of the spherical array. Because of the large number of pos-

sible arrangements of the elements on the sphere and the fact that most of those

arrangements used in practice do not result in any great simplification of the equa-

tions, they shall be l,'ft in the general form as given. The resulting response is

given by

S~R iE Rk' exp(i6,k)

k

TtLe amplitude term is used to account for the sphere not being transparent.

the directional response of the individual elements, and any shading function which

is incorporated. p
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ANGULAR TRACKING SYSTEMS

Th I ha lkir t(ristic'- of' ',evcLral s-onar trac king techniques, were -tuiedI lot

deLterminen the ino'-t sk~iit,,bkl( for an AS'~X '\ ste eimploving at planalr trinsdiicc

ciihI\ I IL hoi i ofth k t t(.ni(uLfrom those availabl)e i5ipiih'l

b~y .)onpiiring the ir per forinan ce trade -o~ fisn applications to an ASW planardi
with their' characteris tics in applIications to ant array of' equa lly spaced e Ic miet s

The characteristics, Of' thle Varions trac king techniques were Su~nimariZ('(l
after a studY of' the literatuire. * The following section presents comiparativedi,
c' iss ionis, of' the techn iques sftuti ed , and s ummnaries of' their mnaj or f'eatures'.

The ma in bas is for comparison in the study was ant additive v;stemi xviiich

f'orms at narrow beCam byV thle S ummiation in phase (if' all the outputs of' the ariaY ('Ic-

meiits. Of particular interest are sumn and difference systems such as those used

in monopulse tracking and the ''split-beam'' multiplicative arrays of1(en uISed in

pass ive systems.

Of' special concern in the soud 'v were the directional pattern. noise f'actor,
and tracking sensitivit '.v The directional pattern def'ines the one-way arraY gain

0 ~when evaluated along the bores ight. and the ma in lobe size as measured between

the f'irst set of nulls. InI general, each system will provide ant even-order pattenit
with a maximum at bores ight for detection and an odd-order pattern with a nullI at

bores ight for use in tracking the dletected target.

One other form of' the p~hase for the kh element may' be utsef'ul. If' the

difference of direction cosines are replaced by the r, r,,, and r.terms and the
location of the kth elements is left in rectangular coordinates then 61, is given by

H,, ~~~)j e x~ (2 .) [e xp (2 zi ~

InI thle next sect ion the effect of' the arrayv conf'igrurat ion on angrular tracking

of' the target will be' exam inedI

w~~~t Ow -,1 wg;1



Additive Linear Array

The general configuration of an additive line array. which will be used as

the basis of comparison between systems. is shown in figure 14. The overall
length of the array is D with n elements spaced d apart. With an input signal of

:\ cos (,,,o . the summing of the n equally weighted transducers outputs gives the

following

sin•I-n-d sinO)"(' -- -) A cos eo

The symlbol :" shall be used for the output of each beam-fbrming channel and A for
the output of the nulling channels even though they are most often associated with

the sum and difference channels of monopulse systems. The context will make

clear the system being considered.

A COS (,),t

S--ad

l'l'l I IA I " I TT I I I i IJl
S• SUMIMED OUTPUT OF

•. n ELE.MEN*TS

An COS,."S

SDETECTOR

0

Figure 14, Block diagram of additive line array.
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vides' for ste'(rilig t he mal n sin n S.ince the only chlange ill the expi'e~ssi i g,,iven

is thal, " is repilacdcl hV r), w\here( pIL ml' sI ()il sH I 0(,\ ) mid 0) is the st(el iig
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where

= n..d sin 0 =n
A

The sum of the two sub-arrays is

si np 
H \ / \

•- ~ 2_P 127) 2•I~(o . °s•o )1
2/

An sin 2" U2 (coscol) os n)
2 T(C 2)1

A [2 (sin np)(cos ýL)j Cos eo

5- An sin n...p cosot
np

which, as would be expected, is the response previously stated for the summed
output for the full array. The difference channel output is given by

•sin n-P) s(,o •) o oo f)

A. Anp\
An sin2 ocoECos lot - L - co t +~ n
2 ý Jnp 2) T)

2

A sin L)I~
2n 2 9 sin wot sin n)

-An (sin nP )'snco
np

The difference function, A, is an odd function with a null at p = 0 which makes it
a useful function for tracking a target in angle. Since the accuracy with which the
null point can be determined is limited by the noise present in the difference chan-
nel and is proportional to the slope of the function at the null, a measure of the
system sensitivity is the ratio of the slope of the direction pattern at p = 0 to the
rms noise level in the difference channel for some normalized input signal. The
slope of the split-beam additive system difference channel envelope is
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limitdA lir urn _/ in ___inA p -0 dp p-0 2Ap2

=2Alim rn2 (cos)2 -2(sin2)
p -. 0  2 p

'A n 2_

2

Thus the sum channel may be used to detect the signal and the difference channel
used to track the target within the beam width of the sum channel. If it is desired
to estimate the position of the target relative to the boresight rather than maintain
the target at the null. it is necessary to eliminate the dependence on the signal
amplitude in the difference channel. It was shown that for the additive linear array
the difference signal and the slope of the difference signal with respect to angle
of arrival are both functions of the input signal amplitude. To eliminate this de-
pendence on signal amplitude the sum-channel signal may be used to control an

AGC loop in the difference channel. A system of this type is known as a phase-

sensing monopulse system.

Monopulse Tracking Systems

The two basic types of monopulse systems are classed as amplitude
sensing and phase sensing. They are distinguished by the type of antenna sys-
tem used to produce the sum and difference signals. After the sum and difference
signals are produced, their processing may be the same in either system. A sum-
mary of each type will be given here; a detailed development and analysis of each
may be found in references 9, 10, and 11.

Two of the requirements of a true monopulse system are that an odd fRuc-
tion of the angle of arrival be formed and that this function be normalized so that
it is not a function of the absolute value of the received signal. By using only
the ratio of the signal amplitudes the system is made insensitive to target-strength
fluctuations due to variations in the propagation media or target scintillation.

In the amplitude-sensing system (fig. 16) two beams are formed with the
axis symmetrically displaced from the desired boresight by a squint angle 0,. The
phase centers of each lobe are made to coincide and the amplitude patterns are
mirror images of one another about the boresight. When using an array of trans-
ducers the pair of overlapping lobes may be produced in the beam Fbrmer with a
power splitter and two fixed delays for each element prior to summing. as shown
in figure 16. Thus, the beam-steering delays are not affected by the use of
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Figure 16. Amplitudeosensing monopulse.
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monopulse tracking. For the case of uniform weighting of the elements, the outputs
of the adjacent beams are given by

L D(p,) A coS(,os

S- f) (P2) .A Cos!,/

w here

sinnp sinPi =.2

i nsinpi 77pi,

p, (sin0-sin0).
=A

p, (sin 0- sinOs)

A

The sum and ditlhrence signals are

1= E = A [D(p,) D(-()]cos(),)I

\ - [D(p,) [)(p,)] cos (,o,

The normalized difference signal is

_\ [D(p,) -D(P,]

1 = D(P,) - D(p, )I

Figure 17 is a plot of the sum and difference patterns vs p for a cosine
illuminated array. It is noted that one important parametcr of' the amplitude mono-

pulse system is the squint angle. 0... The squint angle is usually chosen to give
maximum linearity of the angle output, or for maximum sensitivity on the boresight.
for a given illumination function. The Kerr-Murdock condition 11 shows that if the
illumination function is a positive power ofta half-cycle cosine, a squint angle of
rp = -/2 gives an output which is linear with angle off' boresight. For the case
where it is desired to maximize the boresight sensitivity the choice is not as
simple. The sensitivity on boresight of the normalized difference signal is given
by A 10).':(0). Figures 18 and 19 show a plot of this function vs squint angle for
uniformly il luminated and half-cycle cosine illuminated aplertures. In both cases
the sensitivity is a monotonically increasing function of squint angle and thus has
no maximum within the sum beam width. In radar and sonar applications where the
target is illuminated by the sum beam, there is logic in the selection of' a squint
angle which gives a maximum sum slope product. As is seen in the figures these
maxima do exist and are found to be very close to the 3-dB power point independent
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of the type of illumination function chosen. For uniform illumination the maximum

is at np = 1.30 which is 2.6 dB down on the sum pattern. The 3-dB point is np =

1.39 and the 6-dB point is at 1.894. It was found that the sum slope product at the

6-dB point is about 0.8 of the sum slope product at the 3-dB point, or a loss of less

than 1 dB.

VA

A, )N I,

-4r -2rr -ir 0 rr 27r 47?

np

Figure 17. Sum and difference functions for a
cosine-weighted additive array with 0 s -= dB.

% "(0)

17f 2 7 3f7

np

Figure 18. Functions of squint angle for uniform illumination.
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Figure 19. Functions of squint angle for cosine illumination.

Figure 20 is a block diagram of a processor for the sum and difference

channels. Both channels are heterodyned to an i-f where they are amplified. The

gain of the i-f amplifiers is controlled by the signal in the sum channel through the

instantaneous automatic gain control (IAGC). Both channels are then applied to

a phase comparator or phase-sensitivity amplitude detector which provides an out-

put proportional to the diftrrence over the sunt and with the sign indicating sense.

OSCILLATOR -c • (MPAKATIOR \_ j,I-T
Figure 20. Example of monopulse processor for sum and difference channels.
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The rms error in the estimate of angle of arrival using the monopulse will be many

times less than the beam width of the sum channel for large signal-to-noise ratios.

An estimate of that error is given by

00
UO =- 2

where

0o is the half-power beam width

S is the i-f signal-to-noise power ratioN

K" is the slope of the normalized difference signal in rms volts per

beam width.

For the amplitude monopulse system with the squint angle equal to the

3-dB beam width, the slope is approximately 1.5 with unifbrm weighting. Thus.

the normalized rms angular variance is

( 0) 2 = - .2 ( N)
01 2K IS " S/

The phase-sensing monopulse system also forms sum and difference sig-
nals which may be processed in the same manner as for the amplitude-sensing

system previously described. The difference is in the way the sum and difference
signals are obtained. Figure 15 shows an additive array which forms a sum and
difference signal by splitting the array into two sub-arrays. Since the arrays are

the same size and both have parallel boresights, the far-field amplitude patterns
will differ very little and only the phase of the sub-array outputs will differ, with

the phase being a function of the angle of arrival. The amplitude of the i-f signal

in the sum and difference channels was shown to be

11= A. sin np
np

(in n)
JAI --An"shhp

For a fixed-length array. greater displacement of phase centers can be achieved

by using only part of the array located near the extremes with an associated
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increase in sensitivity to angle of arrival. However the maximum amplitude of the
sum channel will be reduced in proportion to the percent of the array not used. and

Rhodes 11 has shown that the maximum sum slope product is achieved when the full
array is used with a phase center separation equal to half the array length. The
normalized slope. k. used in estimating the rms angular error for the phase-sensing
monopulse is approximately 1.4 fbr uniform weighting of the elements. Thus the

normalized variance is

Q()'f 0.255(

Some comments on the effects of phase and amplitude errors in the two types of
systems may be helpful. In the amplitude-sensing system, any voltage unbalance
prior to forming the sum and difference signals will cause a shift in the boresight:
in the phase system any phase shift prior to forming sum and difference will cause
a boresight shift. A shift in phase with the amplitude-sensing system will reduce

the null depth. while with the phase-sensing system any voltage unbalance will
cause a reduction in null depth. Phase shifts and voltage unbalances after the
formation of the sum and difference signals will not affect the position or null
depth. but will influence the sensitivity of the detector.9

Multiplicative Arrays

Multiplicative or cross-correlation receivers have been used to great ad-
vantage in many fields as a means of reducing the effective beam width of a system

and thereby improving the angular resolution (ability to distinguish two adjacent
targets). Most of these applications have involved (1) very long integration times.
where the signal-to-noise ratio may be made as large as desired, and (2) passive
detection techniques. The performance of' the multiplicative array will be com-

pared here with that of an additive array. for application to an active sonar or
radar system.

In general. a line array of n elements may be combined in many ways byv
using only multiplication and averaging. Many interesting and unique directional

pattern, may be synthesized by this method, but all have the major disadvantage
of having an output signal-to-noise ratio which is generally poorer than that of the

smallest sub-array used. In addition, the response to multiple targets cannot in
general be related to the position and relative amplitude of each target. because of

the cross terms which arise in the multiplication. Reference 12 has a discussion
for the response fbr two targets) when a sing;ie multiplication is used. If only a
single multiplication is allowed, an array of n elements may be divided into two
sub-arrays of'n, and ni elements. Each sub-array is operated as an additive line
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The phase difference between the outputs of each array is a function of the dis-
tance between phase centers, s. and the angle of arrival of the plane wave relative
to broadside (no steering delays applied). Thus

n2 2 7rd
n sin0

7= - -7 d sin"

n, sn2, ind OsX1-X2 =2 \A si0)n

The output after multiplying and averaging as a function of p is proportional to

, sin in 2 in .P\

Imp) n n)(,-,,in n~p

or since it, . n = n and sin p=p for small element spacing

(=sin ndj• gin (n - n,) .p\

Note that the location of the first null is determined by the cos n. term which is
not a function of n, or n,. The selection of n, and n, does affect the shape and
side-lobe levels of the directional pattern as well as the signal-to-noise perform-
ance. (Reference 12 discusses the eflbct on side-lobe level.) The directional

pattern of an additive array of n elements was shown to he proportional to

sin np
O •(p) - np

Note that the first null for the additive array occurs at tp - while the first null
for the multiplicative array is located at np `-2. Thus the angular beam width

to the first null of the nmultiplicative array is half that of the additive array of th.
same length.

In considering the effbect o tuncorrelated background noise on the reccptiW!
of a single coherent signal. Welsby and Tucker 1 have shown that the rms signal-

to-noise ratio. R (defined as the ratio of the dc terms to the ac terms out of the

nmultiplier). is given by

RR=
[1(1 Q R1, - RI?2)11
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where R, and11( are, the rills 5 igrimkl-to-12t5 ratios4 at the two jinpt."t to the muilti

j ~pl ier. If' [?( denotetS the in1IS 5 igllafl-t}-lloise ratio) at eiieh elcilfeft 10(1 all c lewil~tts

have equal weighting, thenl H, ITi, H, anid H2  y, Ho and

It' H, anid H, are large comipared to 1 then

*or since n, a1, n

ButC11 1H0 is Just the signal-to-noise ratio 1*,ar anl additive arraY oft n elements; thus.

the noise figure of the multiplicative array is given bv

(S N)
In

Figure 22 is a plot of' the noise figure as at junction at' the ratio (At a, 11., aSsLmIgIII1

H, 2 2 ~ 1. The mlilinimum1 no(ise- figure is e(jua I1 to f12- whenl it 10 1. 1Thus.
thle Tilt I ti p1 icative array has at signial-to-noise degradation at at least .1 (lB cillia-

pared to ani addlit ive array of' equtal length.. As the rati of n0 ii, 112leconwe large, t he

lIiase' figure app~jroaCIchs o? 2)'2. TVhus when ai, I the liioýe tigure Ixcaesli proý-

giess ivelv worse as fthe niumbner at' elemen'lts is irlcrese.d . ThIiis is becaul.e the

signal~l-plus-nloise tolr the s;ingle, 0clement is alwkva' onie at' thet inpu~lts to the niu11lti-

p)Iler and1( output signiail-t0)-tiilse, rat io cannot l1e greater than that Of' thet singleý

element.

aettilig a, a! at 2 to !IaXiIiiZe thlt sigrial-ta Iose rat io, t he Wat ;aL at-ni I f

each smlyk-arrayý dueI to a "Igrial cos (!),) irisisternt at all angle 0 (fig. 2"01-,i gi%\ en

I cIs



s=in, \E~ l 2 __ n Si- os(to- (&o7y

\2

n2 Td s in0. o
4 A

E, b (, 2'i~ [Cos \o1 ~- y)Cos ((,),I

n sin p

)2 2
(neglecting the 2 (,,o, term)

-- n , = ( cos tip

:3.0 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

2.0 - ___

1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Figure 22. Noise figure of' multiplicative array as a
function of the ratio n1/rn2 .
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Figure 24 is a plot of the array response vs the parameter p for the split-

beam multiplicative array with ni/n, = 1 and nin, = 8 compared with that of a

uniform additive array.

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4 .~--- -

0. 
ADDITIVE

' 
--

0 -

-0.2 -

-0.4 -.- = 1 --1

-0.6-

-0.8,r 
r 3'

np

Figure 24. • pattern ror multiplicative arrays.

For bearing determination using a split-beam multiplicative system, a
phase shift of -. 2 radians is introduced in one channel before multiplication to

provide a signal which is an odd function of angle of arrival and has a null at
horesight:

A in U._p

E• -• •[ 2 • sit),,,, 2 '

5EF, 2 Cos Xi]
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Isin2
/An\11 2 si n

np

This function is plotted in figure 25 with An - 1. The slope of this function at

boresight (p - 0) is twice that of the split-beam additive array null function. Since

the signal-to-noise voltage ratio is down by the 'J2_, the multiplicative split-beam

system is the ,'2 more sensitive to arrival angle near the boresight when using

normalized sum-and-difference systems.

1.0 I 1

0.8 SIN H
SIN np -

0.6 
2-

0.4

0.2 -- --
o,17 IN \

A \ - - -

np
-0.2 - 2

-0.4

-0.6-

-0.8 ---

-1.0
- M - .71/2 77/2

np

Figure 25. A pattern for split-beam
multiplicative array.

Interferometers

For the purpose of completeness, the characteristics of the two-element

additive and multiplicative interferometers will be given. Figures 26 and 27 show

a two-element interferometer separated by a distance D = nd. The output of each

element as a function of the angle of arrival is given by

E, = A sin p cos (cost

P
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E2 = A sn. cos (w1t-)
p

P = rd sin 0
A

X= np

SOUTPUT OF
o SINGLE ELEMENT

COS (.,,t + np) A [" .COS 6do - p)

,• 2.,uo% ] o + o I V. +
1'=92 FSIý 1) COS np COS (,liHS

I -p PIREVERSAL

A S 2. IN 1 SIN nSIN wdi

Figure 26. Additive interferometer.
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For the additive interferometer (fig. 26) the sum channel output is given by

I = E,+E, =A '-9' [ 2 (cos w.0 (os)

1 = 2A (siP cosnp) cos Wot

and the difference channel by

A = 2A (in-P-)[2 (sin t .) (sin- X)]

A =- 2A (sinP. sinnp) sinwot

Thus the additive interferometer has a main beam width half that of a full
additive array whose length is equal to the interferometer spacing. This is because

the phase centers are approximately twice as far apart. However, the signal-to-

noise performance is down by v because of the use of fewer elements, and
grating lobes of almost equal gain as the main lobe will appear at np = k 7r, k = 1,

2, 3, ... giving angular ambiguities.

For the multiplicative interferometer the beam-forming channel output
(fig. 27) will be

z = E'E= A2 (i p 2Ncos 2X)

A (sinp), cos 2 np

The null channel will give

A = A' (sin-P) (1 sin - 2Y)

A -- sin p\
= -A2 sin-p-)- sin 2 np

Thus the multiplicative interferometer reduces beam width by a factor of 2 and
gives twice as many grating lobes as the additive interferometer. The power sig-

nal-to-noise ratio for the multiplicative system is reduced by .3 dB over the ad-
ditive system, as expected.
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Comparison cf Systems

A summary of the characteristics of the variou.i systems is contai ned ;n
tables 2 and 3. Table 2 gives the direetioval patterns for the beam-forming svs-
terms where the amplitude of the additive array has been normalized to I at t("
peak response and all other systemns are referenced to the additive system. "he
location of the first null is us-cI as an indication of' the main lobxe width and the
noise factor is d-fined as the ratio of the signal-to-noise f'or the ndditive syste,:,

over that of the system considered. This an increase in the noise fal._tor rejpe-
sents a poorer signal-to-noise performance for a coherent signal and for unifrmisv

distributed, uncorrelated noise.

TABLF 2. CHARACTERISTICS OF BEAM-FORMING SYSTFM

Noise Noise
Location of Factor Factor

Teclnique Directional Pattern 1st Null (ratio) (dB)

Uniformly illuminated sin rp 1 0
additive array np n (ref.)

Cosine taper additivearray ,2,),'array ,in+np / r 1.11 0.92

2 cos InP
n 2/ n2/

kt- + 0 , + .. +2 it 2

Split-beam sn -
multiplicative array 1 2 cos p p :3.0

8 r[Ip- 2r,

Ad(ditive 2 sin p a ri-
interferolneter ri p 2n

MUltipllicative 1 (sill p, 7 c s , -it
interfermneter 2 p1 -7 4n s \'

Table 3 comparc's the same systemls when used (l)r estimating l we;ri.i wit h

a1 11ulll pattern. Agaiii the additive array is takel ais :I rfti-reiie with its atnp) I utd

norrmal ted. Tht.e measure of ierforiianc* for a nulling :;ysteni is tho slope am the
m11 . ý: I r aiical ed by tilth peak Value of tL11 signal, times the signal-t,-uii . vat o

The sh!),, at the null is a function of the peak signal vAlue unless the mlH chil-
mnl is tiol-raliz ýd l). the Iwibam ftrining channel such as is done wit60 a true

-" -' - - -- - --' > , ," " -" - . - . .' -' - - . "- "V ., - ., .- ? , • .. . - - -. . . - . ' . -.



£i riimopuIlse system. The S Nratio is rimportant in hlcating tic null Since the n,,.se

i-in the nuill channel is the factor which produces an error in est imatiug the angle.

A comparative ratio similar to that defiuiig the noise figure is ,,xverr h

0 1io ) 0 o 0 (1 N a d i"iv e

where \ is the null channel directional pattern adnn ' is the heamn-form ing chairnel

directionai pattem a. The Iureratnr is yeIatd t) t h alOiti array wiich is used

TAB.E , ", (]ARACTERISTICS OF NULL SYSTEM

0 System 1-_ (rate)1  F (ratio) 1F (dB)

Lniformily illuminated 1 in -4-
difference system 1 /

np

S ine taper pi~nj 7i~p~

2 in- k 0.87 -1.2 m 2 4

sir ,-) -0, 2, n 2]

split-hearn /S 1 t
noultiplicatiwc array 1 -3

8 , 'p I ,) -1

Additive 2 sin i) 1 -)
interfe ro meter n p \1) -2-

Nnht itilca ___! s -In

intcricromn) r 2n2rr

f lw ohrem( 'o. aiult ,h' o )lu iairtinr is rlrted to the sy,.v wIum hil2- i lll'o Re'd u aulole

ill -,( gives thie oatif (d the rrovmri.liz(,d shloc "

. . .n-

. ,%• F. -. i
4<
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SUTMMARY AND CO1NCLUSIONS

A comparison of' the techn iqules 'or processing the infoirmation Crop! a lne
array of' elem..•nts has shown that it is possible to obtain improvement ill one svs-
tern ch~aracteristic (i.e., aiiaular x-soutioil st the expense of' another (i.e., signial-
to-noise). The criterion for selecting any' 1),,ticular technique is the importance
of each system parameter to overall system perfrnrmance. If', as is often the ease,
the maximization of signal-to-noise ratio is mot imtportant. it was shown that a
uniformly illuminated additive array provides (he best sig-nal-to-,-noise ratio for a
given array size and for uncorrelated s-nitormlý dIistribued noise background. An.
reduIctionl in s ignalI-to--noise ratito will ros ult inl a reduce'd proha hiIi tv of' detection.
Thus, lor detection in a nioise backgroulnd, the additive arraY is best. It', on thle
other hand, some sacrifice ii. detrection probability can be tolerated in exchainge
foi improved anigulai- resolution, a ;plit-hcnm nmiltipl icative 5V5 ten) prov ~dIs a
main-lobe beam width half as wide as that of' anl additive array of' thle samle leng-th
with a loss of 3 dE in signal-to-noise powei ratio.

The use of' ca,!y the two e~ld elements of the array in an additive inter-
ferometer provides the sanie angutar resolution that is possible wvith the split-beamll
malitiphicative array, hut at a great loss in signal-to-noise and with thle addition of'
ambiguities in angle due to the grating lotxes. Tile use of' the same two end ele-
m-ents in a multiolicative interferometer provides improvement in angular resolution
(by a factor of' 2) over the additive interferomneter. in exchange for a ;3--dB loss ill
signal-to-noise iatio and a doubling o1f thle, number of grating lobeXs.

Thle multiulicative system produces cross termis which, in the cas-e of'
mnultiple targets, may ý'esult in outputs ttoat have no corre~af on with the target
positions, To prevent these undesired outputs, range gating within each bt am w ill
be necess~ar.- to p~rovide reso'utijan in range.

To improve the accuracy of the estimatk, of' hs.ýaring, a -numllir.g'' system
may be used with any of' the beam forming systems discussed. It? general thle
nulling .;vstems,, are the s-ame as tile Iearn-fornming systiems, except that in the ad-l-
ditive svs teins a phase shift. of' . rad imns is introduced in one, arm prior to surlmnm
amd in the multiplicative svstem-s a shift of T', 2 radians is made prior to multi-
lGIy ng. In comparinig the null ing systems, two pxarameters are important. The
Slope oC fithe functionl near the null isý ielated both to the senisit~ivity, to distulace-

min!it,ý: bou oJb null and to the rms vahi Ae'o the noise present in the null channel

for somec s tanjdail iniput, since ait the mnull the noise levelI produces thie c~rror inl ti~e
acmgulai' estimiatk-. hin table :3 the dircci.ionial patterns of' the null ing system~s as-

0soc iatcdf withF thle lwanv-fonn iig systems of' tabhle 2 are gi ven . Tlýme rut ii) ' is tile
slope of' time dIirectioinal function at thle will normalized 1wv thle pea(k ýinairtem thc
xaiii- forning funcwtion. These have 1w. -I comlpared With OiCe liiifornulý vil luimndnkmi

additive array aigaii and tue smaller the rzctio the greater the slo~pe. [1,, functno.
I'is equal to /-i ties thle ima io oi' the signiml -tW-noise ratilos (the nmoise ftoc t or



givenl ill ta Ide Tab~le :1 shows that the sine taper provides sl ightly k--1.2 d M)
b~etter 'a1giign ace nrac ,vdes pite the slight lv M.92 dRB) poor S ignlakIt.o-nlo~se per-0

lormanlco. The Sp11it-heuiinvailtipl)icative array pro'irleq a hictor of 2 improve-

munt it) dalgulal' accnraev and . foctor of 2 improvement. in angular reso.luitionh, it)

exe rioage for tho 3-(!B loss, in 5 igma i-to-iioise rat io. AllI the, nilling svs temis as.-

stime that 1)11Il, a sinagle tar~ge! is presenlt with in a re-solultionl cell.

It appears that the small imr~llove01Cnt inl anlgullar a1CCuracyv ind resolution

availalble x; itli the aipIit-beam nail ipl icative s 'ystems are not worth the price ot a

:,)-dIB Ilos iq ignial-tioi-ose :v anl ASW s ituat ion where detection is of' pri,,i irt-

p' rtatllce.
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CHIEF OF NAVAL PERSONNEL ATLANTIC FLEET ASW TACTICAL SCHOOL
PERS liB LIBRARY

CHIEF OF NAVPL OPERATIONS NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
OP-03EG CODE 2027
OP-.311 CODE 5540
OP-3 2F NAVAL ORDNANCE LAEORATORY
OP•-322C WHITE OAK
OP-345 DIVISION 221
OP-07C DIVISiON 730
OP-07T DIVISION 880
OP,-701 NAVY UNDERWATLR SOUND REIEREt'CE LAORATORY
OP-702C LIBRARY
OP-71. NAVAL UNDERWATER WEAPONS RESEARCH &
OP-713 ENCIT,'EE9ING STATIONl
OP-715 (10) LIBRARY
OP-72 OFFICE OF NAVAL CESEARCH BRANCH OFFICE
OP-724 PASADENA
OP-09B5 CH!EF SCIENTIST
01U-0965D NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
OP-912-B I IRAR' (2)
OP-922Y4C1 NAVAL APFLIED SCiENCE L,.BORATO`RY
OP-95 CODE 9200

CHIEF OF NAVAL RESEARCH CODE 9832
CODE 408 NAVAL WAR COLLEGE
CODE 416 ARMED FORCES STAFF COLLECE
CODE 410 ADMINS RATI',E COMMAND
CODE 455 ASSISTANT FCRETARY OF THE NAVY
CODE 466 (RESEARC, & DEVELOPME!.T)
CODE 468 DOD RESEARL i & ENGINEERTNC

COMMANDER IN CHIEF TECHNICAL LIBRARY
US PACIFIC FLEET WEAPONS SYSTEMS EVALUATION GROUP

CODE 93 DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER (20)
US ATLANTIC FLEET ARMY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMErNT ACTIVITY

COMMANDER OPERATIONAL TEST & EVALUATION ELECTRONIC WARFARE DIVISION
FORCE REDSTONE SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION CErIEP,

DEPUTY COMMANDER OPERATIONJAL TEST & ARMY ELECTRONICS RESEARCH F DEqELOPME:NT
EVALUATION FORCE, PACIFIC LABORATORY

"COMMANDER CRUISER-DESTROYER FORCE ARMY ELECTRONICS COMMAND"US PACIFIC FLEET MANAGEMENT & ADMINJISTRAT[VE SE NV VICES DEPT"CODE 425 AMSEL-RD-MAT
US ATLANTIC FLEET ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS DIVISEON

EST[

"•OME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
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